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Chemical and Fertilizer Storage Building Completed in the Midwest 

September 8, 2023, South Haven, Minnesota – Legacy Building Solutions (Legacy) is announcing the 
completion of Paul Meyer Chemical's new chemical and fertilizer storage building in Walcott, IA. With 
increased consumer demand, Paul Meyer Chemical needed to expand and add an additional bulk 
fertilizer storage building.  

Paul Meyer Chemicals, recognizing the importance of spring for farmers, sought a building provider that 
could accommodate their schedule and finish the project in time for spring planting. They learned about 
Legacy Building Solutions from the agricultural network and heard positive feedback from other 
businesses working with Legacy. 

Along with the ability to meet the building timeframe, Paul Meyer Chemicals found several appealing 
features in Legacy Building Solutions. Firstly, the white fabric roof allowed abundant natural light to 
enter, creating a brighter working environment and reducing lighting costs. Legacy's white fabric 
boasted a twelve percent translucency, making it ideal for facilities like Paul Meyer Chemicals. 

Considering their work with fertilizer, corrosion protection was a crucial concern for the company. 
Legacy’s ExxoTec™ is naturally inert to corrosion, but they took in one step further with their exclusive 
frame finishes and addressed this concern with their exclusive epoxy coating, EpoxxiShield™. This 
coating creates a protective barrier between the building frames and corrosive materials like fertilizer, 
significantly extending the building's lifespan. To ensure maximum protection, Paul Meyer Chemicals 
opted for Legacy's COR Elite package, the highest level of EpoxxiShield™ available. This choice provided 
them with the peace of mind they needed to safeguard their investment against the damaging effects of 
fertilizer corrosion. 

Legacy specializes in custom tension fabric structures for more than a dozen industries.  Legacy's 
customizability allows for a broader range of projects and solutions to challenges. Legacy Building 
Solutions is a construction company in South Haven in central Minnesota.  Legacy designs, engineers, 
manufactures and installs custom tension fabric structures.  The company serves over a dozen 
industries, and its install crews travel worldwide.  
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